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SHRUNKEN LEARNING RATES DO NOT IMPROVE ADABOOST

ON BENCHMARK DATASETS

1. INTRODUCTION

Supervised learning algorithms are methods for constructing a predictive

classifier based on a limited set of examples. More formally, given a set of inputs in

the form (xi, y), called the training data, from an unknown distribution P(x, y), we

want to find a function F, where F(x) = y, that minimizes the expected loss with

respect to some loss function over as yet unseen (x, y) pairs. The function F can be

thought of as predicting a y value when given a particular feature vector x. There

are two types of problems that fit into this framework depending on the values of

y. If y E R, the problem is called regression. If the set of values for y is a distinct

set of numbers, such as y E {-1, +i}, the problem is called classification.

One popular method of supervised learning is gradient descent. With gra-

dient descent, the function F is controlled by a set of parameters e. The goal is

to find the set of parameters that minimizes the expected loss. This is done by

incrementally generating a parameter set O that when added to e will reduce the

error of F on the training data.

Friedman generalizes the gradient descent algorithm by applying it to func-

tions rather than parameters. That is, instead of modifying the parameters of a

function to minimize the expected error, he suggests we modify the functions them-
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selves. This amounts to iteratively generating functions and combining them to

minimize expected error. This approach is referred to as functional gradient de-

scent.

One well-known functional gradient descent algorithm is AdaBoost. With

AdaBoost, the incremental functions are generated via any supervised learning al-

gorithm. The final classifier is simply a weighted vote of the learned functions.

One problem with all supervised learning algorithms is that they tend to

lose their generalization accuracy eventually if they are run too long, a phenomenon

known as overfitting. Friedman suggests that for any functional gradient descent

algorithm, shrinking the learning rate will counter this phenomenon. He conducted

several experiments using three functional gradient descent algorithms on synthetic

data to support his position.

In this paper, we describe an experimental study to test whether reduced

learning rates can improve the generalization accuracy of AdaBoost applied to clas-

sification problems. Our study concludes that reduced learning rates do not provide

any statistically significant gains and, in several cases, produced worse performance

than standard AdaBoost.
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2. GENERALIZING GRADIENT DESCENT

2.1. Standard Gradient Descent

To understand Friedman's approach to functional gradient descent, we need

to first understand standard gradient descent. With standard gradient descent, the

goal is to find the set of parameters, 0*, that minimizes some parameterized objective

function J(0). That is, we want to find

0* = argminf(0).
0

(2.1)

To do this via gradient descent, we incrementally adjust the parameter set in the

direction of the negative gradient. Let

em = (2.2)

be the parameter set on iteration m, where 0 is the initial parameter set. The goal

on iteration m is then to chose Om -pg to minimize J(emi + Om). Usually,

&J(0)g=
ao

(2.3)

However, g need only be in a direction that reduces the objective function. Pm iS

the stepsize and is given by the line search

Pm = argminJ(e_1 pg). (2.4)
p

2.2. Functional Gradient Descent

Friedman extends gradient descent by using a classification func-

tion F(x) evaluated at each point x as the parameter set. That is,
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0 = (F(xi), F(x2), ..., F(xN)). The objective function is some loss function L. The

goal being to find

F* = argminL(F(x),y). (2.5)

As with standard gradient descent, we will use an incremental approach to find F*

such that on the mtll iteration

Fm(Xi) = (2.6)

where fo is our initial classifier and fm = pmgm is the increment at step m. In

this case,

and

3L(F(x),y)
grn(x) = (2.7)

DF(x) F(x)=Fmi(x)

N

p = argmin L(Fm_i (xi) pg(xj), yj). (2.8)

ir=O

It should be noted that we can only calculate g at the training data points.

This prevents us from directly adding it to F. To generalize F, to allow new data

points, we must approximate gm in some manner. We do this by using a parame-

terized function h(x; a)1 and calculate it with

N

am = argmin [grn(xj) h(x; a)]2, (2.9)
a jrl

which minimizes the difference between h and gm. Thus, g becomes the target

value for h, and we can apply a standard machine learning method to find am. Ifl

'The notation h(x; a) refers to a function h with input vector x and parameterized by
the vector a.



this formulation, g is simply a pseudo target value and can be represented as

such using the standard notation . With this in mind, let

= grn(xj).

We can then rewrite the equation for am as

(2.10)

N

am = argmin [j h(x; a)]2 (2.11)
a

i=1

and the equation for Pm as

N

Pm = argmin>L(Fm_i(xj) + ph(x;am),yj) (2.12)
i=1

2.3. Gradient.Boost

Using this approach to gradient descent, Friedman proposes a new gener-

alized learning algorithm shown in Table 2.1 called Gradient.Boost. Note that in

GradienL.Boost, the initial classifier is set to the constant value with minimal dif-

ference from the yr's. For classification problems where y E {-1, +i}, this is simply

the value of y, that occurs most frequently. For regression, this is the average value

of the j'5.

In his experiments, Friedman created three variants of GradienLBoost:

L2TreeBoost, LSBoost, and LAD_TreeBoost. For each of these, he used 11-terminal

node regression trees to calculate the function h. The difference between the three

algorithms is in their loss functions. For L2TreeBoost, he used the negative binomial

log likelihood,

L(F(x), y) = log(1 + e2''). (2.13)



Algorithm 1: GradientBoost

1 Fo(x) = argmin L(, yj)

2 Form=ltoMdo:
9L(F(x),y)l ,z=1,2,...,N3 = g(xi) =

[ OF(x)
iF(Xi)Fm_i(Xi)

4 am = argmin [yj h(x; a)]2

5 p = argmin, L(Fm_i(Xi) + ph(x; am), Yi)

6 Fm(x) =Frni(x)+prnh(x;arn)

7 end For

TABLE 2.1. The GradientBoost algorithm

For LSBoost, the loss function is F(x))2, and for LAD_TreeBoost, the loss

function is y F(x). Note that Friedman uses L2TreeBoost for classification and

the other two methods for regression.

2.4. Regularization

In all learning problems, we want to find a function that not only minimizes

error on the training set but is also able to generalize to data not in the training set.

If we find a function that fits the training data too closely, we risk losing the ability

to generalize to new data. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as overfitting.

One way of minimizing overfitting is to use a regularization method. Several

such methods exist for gradient descent algorithms including limiting the number of

gradient updates and shrinking the impact of new components (the h's). Friedman

proposes that, for algorithms such as GradienLBoost, regularization by shrinkage
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is the most appropriate method. This amounts to modifying line 6 of the Gradi-

ent_Boost algorithm to

Frn(x) F1(x)+vph(x;a),O <V <1. (2.14)

The variable v can be viewed as a learning rate and has the effect of shrinking

each update to F.

Friedman experimented with using shrinkage values

of" E {1.O,O.5,O.25,O.125,O.06,O.03} for the three algorithms mentioned above,

each of which is a derivative of GradientEoost. For each of the three algorithms,

he showed that choosing v E {O.125, 0.06, 0.03} yielded the best generalization.



3. ADABOOST

As mentioned before, we chose to use AdaBoost as our implementation of

a functional gradient descent learning algorithm. The AdaBoost algorithm [7] is

shown in Table 3.1. The input to AdaBoost is the set of training examples, a

learning algorithm (to calculate h(x; a)), and the number of iterations to run the

algorithm. The learning algorithm must be able to accept a set of weights, w,

that tell for each example, (xi, y), how important it is to classify that example

correctly. On iteration m, the learning algorithm seeks to find the hypothesis hm

that minimizes the weighted 0/1 loss

am = argrnin wLo1i(hm(xj; a), y), (3.1)

where L011 is defined as

{ Oify1=y2
L0/,(y,,y2)

1 if Yi Y2

(3.2)

Initially, the weights are calculated based on the current classifier' and passed to

WeightedLearn. After WeightedLearn returns hm, AdaBoost computes a stepsize,

Pm, from the weighted 0/1 loss, updates Fm Fm_i + pmhm, and repeats until

m=M.

Several authors [10, 13, 5, 11] have shown that the AdaBoost algorithm

for ensemble learning can be viewed as performing a functional gradient descent

search to minimize the negative of the margin of the training examples. The margin

of prediction F(x) is defined to be yF(x2), which is positive if the prediction is

iNote that the initial classifier F0 is always 0. This forces the initial set of weights to all
be 1, since the exponent to e is 0.



Algorithm 2: AdaBoost

Input: sequence of N labeled examples ((xi, y) ..., (XN, YN))

learning algorithm WeightedLearn

integer M specifying number of iterations

1 Let Fo(x) 0

2 Form=ltoMdo:

3 w = eiFm1(cj) i = 1...N

4 Call WeightedLearn with weights wm; get back hypothesis hm (x; am)

5 Calculate the error of hm: wLo1i(hm(x;am),y)

6 Pm09
7 FmFm_i+pmhm

8 end For

Ii ifFM(x)0
Output the hypothesis F*(x) =

1 otherwise

TABLE 3.1. The AdaBoost algorithm.
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correct and negative if it is incorrect. AdaBoost can be viewed as attempting to

find a classifier F that minimizes the loss function

L(F(x), y) = (3.3)

This loss function can be seen as a transformed version of the margins of the training

examples. Therefore, minimizing equation (3.3) will also maximize the margin for

a given training example.

With this in mind, we can derive AdaBoost from Friedman's functional gradi-

ent descent perspective. Using the loss function given in equation(3.3), the gradient

becomes

DL(F(x), i) = (3.4)grn(x)
aF(x) F(X)Fmi(X) aF(x) F(x)Fm_i(x)

The next step is to find a hypothesis hm that is close to g for some measure of

distance, D, between g and hm. That is, we want to find

am = argrnin D(gm(x), hm(x; a)) = argrnin D(ye), hm(xi; a)). (3.5)

AdaBoost employs the weighted 0/1 loss,

(h(x; a), y) = D(ye'', h(x; a)) (3.6)

as its distance measure D. Because h(x; a) e {-1, +i}, this distance is never zero,

but reducing this distance brings hm closer to gm.

Instead of performing a line search to choose Pm, it has been shown [10] that

the formula in line 6 of Table 3.1 can be derived from a quadratic approximation of

the loss function e_Y('(c)+ph(c;a))
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4. METHODS

We implemented AdaBoost by modifying C4.5 [12] to implement

AdaBoost.M1 [6] with boosting by weighting (as opposed to boosting by sampling).

Our modified C4.5 includes all of the improvements to C4.5 through Release 7 as

well as improved file handling (e.g., to read compressed data files) and other conve-

niences. When a hypothesis produces a weighted error greater than 0.5, we terminate

the boosting iterations.

We employed 28 data sets from the Irvine repository [1]. The data sets cover

a wide range of real world problems including medical diagnosis, chess move selec-

tion, chemical analysis, voting behavior prediction, and many others. We did not

select data sets according to any particular rule, but instead simply chose those data

sets that we had employed in an earlier study [4] with a few of the larger data sets

omitted because of their computational expense. Specifically, the following data sets

were employed: annealing, audiology, autos, breast-cancer-wisconsin, breast-cancer-

yugoslovia, credit-australia, credit-german, glass, heart-cleveland, heart-hungarian,

heart-switzerland, heart-va, hepatitis, horse-collic, hypo, iris, king-rook-vs-king-

pawn, labor-negotiations, lymphography, primary-tumor, segment, sick, sonar, soy-

bean, splice, vehicle, voting-records, and waveform. Performance was evaluated via

10-fold cross validation. To estimate the statistical significance of any observed dif-

ferences in performance, we employed the 10-fold cross-validated t test [3] with a

significance level of 0.05. This test tends to have an elevated probability of Type I

error, so it sometimes finds differences between two classifiers when there is in fact

no difference. Conversely, if it finds no difference between two classifiers, this result

can be trusted.
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There are two parameters that can affect the degree of overfitting: the value

of v and the number of iterations M. We computed results for 7 values of v (0.01,

0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32 and 0.64). To determine the number of iterations M,

we implemented a form of cross-validated early stopping as follows. Each training

set (within a 10-fold cross-validation) is first divided into a sub-training set (80%

of the examples) and a sub-validation set (20% of the examples). AdaBoost is

executed on the sub-training set for M = 2000 iterations. After each iteration, the

performance of FM is measured on the sub-validation set, and the value of M giving

the best performance (over the 2000 possible values) is chosen as the stopping point

Mhalt. AdaBoost is then applied to the entire training set for Mhajt steps and the

generalization error of FMhalt is measured on the test set.

This approach to choosing Mhalt was adopted after a series of pilot experi-

ments with the two-norm data set described in [2]. In these experiments, we eval-

uated an alternative approach in which the best F learned from the sub-training

set was output as the final classifier, rather than recombining the sub-training and

sub-validation sets and retraining F. For all of the learning rates that we tested,

the combine-and-retrain method worked better.
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5. RESULTS

Figure 5.1 compares the performance of AdaBoost/C4.5 with a learning rate

v = 0.01 to standard AdaBoost/C4.5 using a "Kohavi diagram." The plot consists

of 28 confidence intervals corresponding to the 28 domains. Each interval depicts

the difference in the error rate of AdaBoost/C4.5 with v = 0.01 and the error rate of

standard AdaBoost/C4.5 (i.e., with ii = 1.0). If the confidence interval includes the

zero axis, then the paired differences cross-validated t test has found no statistically

significant difference between the two error rates. If the interval lies completely

below the zero axis, then standard AdaBoost is superior to the ii = 0.01 variant. If

the interval lies entirely above the line, then standard AdaBoost is inferior to the

v = 0.01 variant. To make the diagram easy to read, the domains are sorted by

ascending values of the mean difference between the two error rates, and the mean

values are connected by a line.

From the figure, we can see that there is no case where the v = 0.01 shrinkage

version of AdaBoost outperformed standard AdaBoost. However, there were 15

cases in which the cross-validated t test concluded that the shrunken AdaBoost

performed significantly worse than standard AdaBoost.

Figure 5.2 shows the corresponding plot for ii = 0.08. A similar result is

obtained here. As v is increased, the two methods become more and more similar,

and fewer statistically significant differences are found. Out of the 196 runs (7 learn-

ing rates; 28 domains), only 2 runs showed a statistically significant improvement

in performance as a result of employing a shrinkage factor with early stopping. In

contrast, 86 runs shows a statistically significant worsening of performance.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 do not reveal the stopping points (Mhalt) chosen by the

sub-training/sub-validation process. This information is summarized in Table 5,
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FIGURE 5.1. Plot of the difference in the average number of errors for C4.5
AdaBoost with a learning rate of 0.01 for 2000 steps with early stopping and C4.5
AdaBoost with a learning rate of 1.0.
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AdaBoost with a learning rate of 0.08 for 2000 steps with early stopping and C4.5
AdaBoost with a learning rate of 1.0.
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ii mean median mm max

0.01 129.50 19.5 1 1884

0.02 88.04 13 1 1994

0.04 65.67 8 1 1862

0.08 54.25 6.5 1 1562

0.16 43.58 5 1 1483

0.32 51.11 6 1 1062

0.64 82.04 9 1 1951

1.00 78.10 11.5 1 1769

overall 74.03 8 1 1994

TABLE 5.1. The relationship of the chosen stopping point to the value of the
shrinkage parameter v.

which shows the mean, median, minimum, and maximum values of Mhalt for the

various values of v.
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6. DISCUSSION

Our experiments are inconsistent with Friedman's experimental results on

synthetic data. What are the possible explanations for this inconsistency?

First, Friedman's results were obtained with a synthetic data set having a

very high noise rate (the signal-to-noise ratio was 1:1). It is unlikely that the Irvine

data sets have such high levels of noise.

Second, Friedman's results were obtained for regression rather than classi-

fication. Many researchers, including Friedman [8], have argued that classification

problems are fundamentally easier than regression problems, because the classifier

only needs to determine whether P(y = 1 lxi) > 0.5, whereas a regression estimator

must predict the expected value of yj given x. Many researchers have noted experi-

mentally that regression methods generally suffer more from overfitting and benefit

more from regularization than classification methods.

On the other hand, there are good reasons to expect that overfitting

would still be a problem with AdaBoost/C4.5, especially compared to Friedman's

L2_TREEBOOST procedure. Friedman employed regression trees having a small,

fixed size (6 or 11 nodes), whereas the C4.5 trees are not being pruned (and trees

are permitted to grow until each node contains only 2 training examples). Further-

more, Friedman found that using larger trees gave much worse results.

Friedman's experiments with small learning rates not only prevented overfit-

ting but also led to improvements in the accuracy of the learned regression estimates.

It was our hope that even in cases where AdaBoost/C4.5 does not overfit, it would

still benefit from this finer-grained gradient descent search.

The experiments presented in this paper cannot distinguish among these

possibilities. However, the fact that previous experiments have not found significant



evidence of overfitting with AdaBoost and C4.5 is consistent with the first hypothesis

that these Irvine data sets do not have large amounts of noise.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Friedman [9] showed experimentally that employing a shrinkage factor to

reduce the learning rate of functional gradient descent search gave improved results

in some synthetic regression tasks. We tested whether this same strategy would

improve the performance of AdaBoost (with C4.5) on 28 realistic data sets. Our

experiments conclusively show that reducing the learning rate does not provide any

improvement in performance and in many cases leads to a loss of accuracy. Based

on these results, the application of shrinkage methods to AdaBoost/C4.5 cannot be

recommended for classification problems.

Future work in this area primarily includes a more thorough analysis of why

AdaBoost does not show any improvements when the learning rate is shrunk while

GradienLBoost variants do. This could include a more thorough examination of how

the level of noise affects the performance of AdaBoost when shrinking the learning

rate. As mentioned before, the data sets that Friedman used for his experiments

contained a high amount of noise compared to the data sets in the Irvine Repository.

This could be a reason for the differences between the Gradient.Boost variants

and AdaBoost and could be checked. Another approach is to test if our use of

decision trees was the source of difference between Friedman's results and our own.

Implementing AdaBoost with regression trees and redoing the experiment could

provide some useful information.
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